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SUMMARY
-—
Performance parameters for jet-propulsion engines have been
—. ——
developed from the concepts of flow similarity, inel”tiafOrCes, elas-
tic forces, viscous forces, and thermal expansions of the workin~
fluid. The analysis relates performance to the geanetry of the
boundaries, Mach number, Reynolds nwnber, and total-temperat~e ratio.
The results of performance tests with tiw=~ojetengines are expressed
in terms of two types of generalizing parameter: dimensionless paz*am-
eters and “corrected” parameters that are not dimensionless.
INTRODUCTION —.
l
.
#
l
*
It is camnon practice to express the performance cf Jet-
propulsion engines in tezmm of generalized parameters derived by
dimensional analysis. The grouping of veriables into these prsmeters
is useful in that the number,af variables involved in experiment or
—..—-—..
analysls is effectively reduced. Generalization of the data by the
-.
use of these parameters pezmits results of specific tests with a
specific engine to be used for estimating perform~ce at ot.hqr...
.-
conditimm.
— ..— --.——
—
A derivation of performance parenmters has been given by Warner
-.
and Auyer in reference 1. Theso parameters were in wide use at an
earlier date and, as mentioned in reference 1, were originally used
by the British. Silverstein of the NACA found frcm experiments with
turbojet engines that the parameters could b8 used to corz%late per-
.—
formance characteristics of the engine except for the characteristics
that involve fuel flow; n~lyj fuel flow, fuel-air ratio, end spe- ..
cific fuel consumption.
Sane of the factors that may influence jet-engine performance
but are not considered in the derivation M the listed parameters
are viscous friction, variations c& the mass flow d gas resulting
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frcm addition of fuel, combustion efficiency, and variat+ans of can-
pressibility. (Compressibility is herein defined as .= ~‘p p where p
--+
-.
is density and p is pressure.) Before the approxima~~o~s involved
in the omission of these factors can be evaluated, a more complete
enalysis based upon the important internal fluid forces is necessary.
——.
This report presents an analysis of the performance of ~et-
propulsion engines baaed upon the physical concepts of forces and -.
expansions: inertia, elasttc, viscous forces, and thermal expansion. ...—
The considerations of flow similarity are first applied, dimensionless
parameters consisting & ratios of the forces and expansions are
derived, and tiiemore ccnmmnly used parameters are derived frc$nthe
dimensionless psrsmeterso
SYM60LS .-
Except where special units are given, any set of consistent units
may be used. ._—
A
a
CP
CT
D
Fn
fl) f2>
fZJ.. l
8
h“
k
L
l
M
s N
cross-sectional area of flow passage — ..
speed of sound
specific heat at constant pressure
thrust coefficient
diameter
thrust
indicate functional relations
—.——
.
.—
.——_
ratio of mass units to gravitational units
heating value of fuel
constant of proportionality
linear dimension
Mach nunber
engine speed
.-
-----
. .
. .._
.——
.——.—
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P power
P pressure, total or static
Q heat units added per unit maes of fluid
R gas constant
T temperature, total or static —
v linear velocity
.—
-v specific volume
Wa mass rate of air flow
Wf mass rate of fuel flow
Y ratio of specific heats of fluid
5 ratio of pressure to stsndard NACA sea-level pressure
~c combustion efficiency
—
.!3 ratio of temperature to standard NACA sea-level temperature
v coefficient of vtscosity w- gas
P density
T temperature ratio
Numerical subscripts indicate stations in the flow system except
where the subscript 3s on the symbol f.
Subscript x applies to the cross section used for ccrquting
the thrust coefficient.
Subscript std indicates values corresponding t.othe NACA
standard sea-level atmosphere.
.
SIMILARITY IN FLUID -mow
Conditions of Similarity
The frictionless, adiabatic flows of incanpressible f~uids in
two systems sre said to be stiilar if corresponding streamlines in
3
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the two systems are geometrically similar. H the streamlines are
similar, the physical boundaries of the flow are geometrically simi-
.——
le.rfor the two systems, As a result of the similarity ci?flow, the
ratio of velocities and pressure gradients at any two points in one
system equals the ratio of the respective quantities at corresponding. ._
points in the other system.
In the more general case where friction loss snd heat exchange
accompany the flow of compressible fluids, the requirement that
corresponding streamlines be similar is not a sufficient restriction
to insure that the vel~ities, pressure gradients,.and other ccndt-
tions of the fluid be proportional in two systems. As an exemple,
in the case where heat is added to a fluid flowing in parallel
streamlines, a momentum pressure drop will accompany the heat additi~
although no pressure drop would accompany the adiabatic flow of the
fluid in parallel streamlines. It therefore appears that th8 concept ___
a~ similarity of flow requires further refinement.
-.
In reference 2, the condition cd’kinematic similarity is given
as a refinement to the condition of geometrical similarity. Kinematic
—
similarity is obtained when the flow patterns are gecxnetricallysimi-
lar and the ratio of the velocities at corresponding points in t~~o
.-
systems are equal. Dynamic similarity is also given in reference 2
as a further refinement of the concept of similarity of fluid flow.
D~amic similarity is obtained when the following conditions are met
for two systems being compared: the flow in the systems must be
geometrically similar; the ratio of velocities at two points in one
system must equal the ratio d velocities at corresponding points
in the other system; the ratio of homologous masses are equal; and
—
the ratio of homologous forces are equal. If three of these conditions
are satisfied, the fourth condition will be automatically satisfied
..-
for reasons given in reference 2.
In the case of fluid flow with the addition or extraction of heat,
the conditions for dynemic similarity fix the ratios of forces and
performance characteristics within two systems. !t!herequirements for
dynemic similarity are, however, inadequate for fixing the themnal
effects because these requirements can be fulfilled even though the
distributions snd magnitudes of the heat additions to the two systexus
are quite different. An example of this difference is the case of
two geanetrically similar systems in which incompressible fluids are
flowing and heat is added to one of the systems but not to the other.
The heat addition may change the temperatures but not the gecmetry,
the velocities, the masses, or the f’orces. — —
(For the purposes of this analysis, the flow of fluiti in two
systems will be considered to be dynamically and thermally similar
when the corresponding streamlines in the two systems are geometrically
4
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similar; the ratio of the velocities at any two points in one system
equals the ratio of velocities at corresponding points in the other;
and the ratios of homologous masses (densities), forces, and temper-
atures are equal>
It is not convenient to deal with the velcclties, the densities,
the pressures, or tinetemperatures at all points in the flufd; i.tis
possible, however, to relate the flow pattern to the conditions around
the boundary and thereby to simplify the analysis. Proof of this
statement is not given here, but the truth of the statement is fairly
evident as a consequence of the principle that if identical causes
act in two cases, the results will be identical.
Internal Fluid Forces and Flow
Dimensional analysis shows that the conditions for simihrity
listed in the precedfilgsection of this report are satisfied in two
gec.metricallys~i~ systems when the ratios of inertia, viscous, and .
elastic forces at a selected pair & correspcmding points have equal
values; the total temperatures of tinefluids at corresponding points
are proportional; and the compressibilities of the fluids at corre-
sponding points are equal. The succeeding paragraphs discuss some of
the ratios relating the internal fluid forces, tinetemperatures, or
the coqressibilities.
One of the most widely used ratios of forces that has been used
LVPin similarity studies is Reynolds number — 3 which is dimensionl-
ess and is proportional to the ratio of ine%ia to viscous forces
within the fluid. From dimensional analysis it has been deduced that,
for geometrically similar systems In which there is incompressible
isothermal fluid flow, the flow patterns will bo similar if the
Reynolds numbers for all systems exe equal.
A second dimensionless quantity, the compressibility of the
fluid, is defined by the following equation:
(-)~avCompressibility=-T ~
If the fluid is a gas and compression is ism.tropic
Therefore
—
Ccmprossibility = $
5
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The ratio of specific heats y is therefore a measure of the com-
pressibility of ~ fluid tlaatacts in accord with tilepezfect gas
law. Dimensional analysis shows that flow similarity can exist in
two fluid-flow systems only when the values a“ y at corresponding
points are equal.
The specific-heat ratio y is not a convenient psrameter for
expressing the performance of Jet-propulsion engines because none
of the principal vertables (speed, Tressure, density, temperature,
or heat input) enter into the value of y except for a second-order
effect of temperature. Consequently, other parameters have been
developed that are closely related to the principal variables and,
at the same time, are dependent upon the compressibility.
One such dimensionless parax%er is I&oh number V/a, which is
proportional to the sqyare root of the ratio of inertia forces to
elastic forces. Dimensional analysis shows tlnatfor eompressiblej
nonviscous fluids, the flow patterns in two geometrically similar
systmw will be similar if the &h numbers for both systems are
cqual.
A fourth dimen~ionless number, which iS referred to herein as
the “total-temperatureratio,” is important in the case whore heat
exchsnge accompanies the flow of compressible fluids. The total-
tem~erature ratio T is the ratio of the total temperature at a
point downstremn from where the heat is added to the fluid to the
total temperature at some point upstreem from where heat is added.
This perameter is very simple to use in cases where heat is added
to the gas at a point or where the velocities of the fluid are .1ow.
IU the more general case where the addition ~ heat is ~istrfbuted
over a region where the velocities varY a?PreCiab~yY n~ on~Y fs the
over-all total-temperature ratio important but the distribution of
the heat addition to the flow pattern is important. The total-
temperature ratio may be thought of as a measure of the expanaion
of a gas that results from the .a&Htion of heat. In the case of
compressible, nonviscous fluids flowing at such low velocities that
tnertia forces are negligible, the flow patterns in two geometrically
s~lar systems will be simtlar if the total-temgeratum ratio for
a selected pair of points in both systems sre equal end the didri-
bution of the heat addition in the two systems is similar.
In the more general case a? the flow of compressible, viscous
fluf.dsacccmmsnied by heat transfer, the flow pattern in two systems
—
--—
—
.-
—
—-
-—.--—
.—
.-
will be simiiar if the
1. The boundaries
2. The fluids are
following fi~e conditions are met:
.—
are gecanetricallysimilar.
perfect gases.
6
..
.
.
.
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3. The Mach numbers at a selected pair
are equal.
of corresponding points
4. The Reynolds numbers-at a selected pair of
points are equal.
5. The total-temperature ratios at a selected
spending points are equal and the distributions of
the two systems are similar.
corresponding
pair of corre-
heat addition for
As a result cf the preceding statements the following equation relat-
ing velocities at various points in a fluid flow system to Mach num-
ber, Remolds number, and total temperature can be written
[ 1V. LV&o T2.fl ——.% f% ‘ To
similarly> P1/Po> TI/To> ad P1/Po can be
three par~ters that appear on the right-hand
DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS
Ram Jets
-—
—. —
(1)
related to the ssme “
side of eqya.ti~_”(l).
A rsm jet is one of the simplest devices in which inertia, elas-
tic, viscous, and thermal effects muet be considered. Consider the
flow pattern around end through a rsm jet as shown in the following
sketch.
,-— . .
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When there is no fuel flowing, the fiow ??atte~ is a f~cti~
only of Mach number and Reynolds number. As a specific exsmgle
If heating of air
the fuel is small
ram ~et, equation
is accomplished by burning of fuel but the mass of
canpared with the mass of air flowing through the
—
(1) avplles. Equation (1) till be used.as the
—
basis for deriving-p&&&ers tha~ involv; important performance
variables, such as air flow, fuel fiow, and thrttst. In oraer ~o . ‘-
simplify ~he equations, the-symbol Z ‘will be used as a shorthand ‘
notation fcr —
such that
Air flow. - Air flow is related to the I%ch number at sane sta-
tion within the engine, such as the inlet, as follows:
vl Wa .-
—=
al PI AI al
=f~ [z] (2)
Usually P. and a. are lmown and P1 ad al are dependent vari-
ables. me relatfqns of Pl to PO ~d al to a.o‘tie
.-
Pl
—= f*[z]
Po
%
—
—= f5 [z]a. .—...—— .
These equations can be used to eliminate pl and al from equa-
tion (2) and the following result is obtained:
...—.—
Temperature is
following .more
obtained:
Wa
= f~ [z)
PO AI ao
involved in PO and ao but, by rearrangement, the
useful modification of the air-flow parameter can he ..”-
8 —
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klaa.
= l?~[z] (3)-”
Y L2 so .-
—
i4aa.
The air-flow parameter is, therefore,
y L2 >0 ... .. .—
Fuel flow. - Fuel ie the means by which heat is introduced into
‘—me fuel flow is there$ore rala%ed to T2/T. becausethe engine.
this ratio is a measure of the heating effect of the fuel. The fuel-
flow yarsmeter is derived from T2/T~ as follows:
I/f
T2 h w= Tc
—= l+-Q-=l+
TO C= To Cp To
(4)
Air flow is a dep=dent variable whose value can be obtained frcm
equatim (3). E’ equation (3) is used to eliminate Wa from equa-
tion (4) and the resulting exqn?essionfor T2/TO is substiti~tedInt”o
equation (1) the followhg result is obtained:
The dimensionless paremeter involving fuel
(5)
-.
—
—
..--——
—.
.— —
___. —
flow is, therefore,
--
,.—
01 the fuel ie neglected,
-—
~~et t~ste
- Net thrust, if the mass
is given by the equation
f~3
Fn ‘wa(v3-TO)=wav0 V~-l
() —
lut
V3
—= fg [z].Vo
Wa a.
= f7 rz]
7 L2 P.
.. . . . ....-
and VO/~ is part of Z. Therefore -——-—-.-—
..-
9 .—
A dimensionless
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-=(-)G)C!H _.
= f10 [zJ (6)
Fn
—
parameter . has been developed. The dimen- —
F
“n
y LG po
sionless parsmeter
y+~o
is sometines substituted in which +
is the meximum cross-sectional area of the engine. —
Jnother parameter frequently used ie the thrust coefficient Cw,
which is defined by the equation
Fn
Cpl
po ~02 Ax
Power. - The propulsive power P is given by
P =kFnVO
Substitute the value a? Fn from equation (6);
Multiply both
tion to get
sides offthe equation by To/a. and
A-
the equation
-.
—
..
--—
-, n
rearrange the equa-
P
= flz [q
YL2PO~
Thrust specific fuel consumption. - The
consumption equals the quotient of fuel flow
(7)
—
thrust specific fuel —
and thrust. Frcm eaua-
tion (5), the persmeter involving fuel flow is
Divide this paremeter by equation (6) to get y(ejqcg.
()(y - 1)h ‘flC‘f = f~~ fzlaO ~,
,
where Wf/Fn is the thrust specific fuel conswnption.
.
10
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Power specific fuel consumption. - The power spectiic fuel con-
sumption is the quotient of fuel flow and power. Divide the psram-
(2’-
where Wf/P is the power
by equation (7) to obtain
0
Wf
1) h Oc ~ = f14 [Z]
specific fuel consumption.
—
Turbojets
TurboJets and rem jets dtifer essentially in
has moving parts that absorb or deliver energy to
that the turbojet
the working fluid;
whereas the rem jet has no moving parts. Notwithstanding thiS dM-
ference, the analysis just given for rem jets applies also to the
..—
turbojet engine because the motion of the rotating parts is ccmplotely
determined by the gecmetry of tileengine, the inertia forces) the
elastic forces, and the viscous forces; these forces are> in t~~ a
function of Reynolds nwaber end Mach nmnber at some point in the fluid
and of total-temperature ratio across the engine. In other words, the
parameters that control the forces =tiw on a rWd b- in a m~% ._._._
fluid.are the same parameters that control the ty_peend magnitude of
motion of the moving parts of a turbojet. The analyais just de~elopd
for rem jets applies equally well to turbojets.
—
;n the case of a turbojet, an additional dependent variable iS
introduced, engine speed. A dimensionless parameter inwlvingj engine ‘--—
fix
speed is Derivation of this pareneter will not be given but it
.-
%.
is closely related to the Mach number of the ccinpressorblades. This
.,
parameter can be equated to a function of Mach numberl Reynolds num-
ber, and total-temperature ratio or fuel-flow parameter as follow8:”-
—
--i
Because engine speed is a readily
determination of canbustion efficiency
desirable to describe performance as a
fuel flow as is done in equation (5).
fOrm
measured quantity and the
is uncertain, it is frequently ‘“
function of speed instead of
Rearran@ equation (8) in the --- .
11
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l
+(:;%)I ‘f17 E “::0,q
h Wf
Substitute this value of ~
Y
()
llc into equation (5)
L2 PO aO
v~
[
VOLVOPOm
~= 1‘18~Ko’~
.—
.-
(9)
The combination of parameters appearing on the right-hand side of
equation (9) will be used extensively in succeeding paragraphs.
It can be readily shown that the parameters containing thrust,
power, thrust economy, and power econoW are related) re~Pecti~elY~
to the parameters in equation (9) by the eq+=tions:
Fn
[
VO LVO pO ml
——= f19
Y L2 P. .7 Qo ‘ %“
I’
[
V. LVOPO ~
.f20 ~ ~. ~ao
1
— —
y L2 PO a.
(lo)
(11)
(7 - 1) h qc I?f
[
V. LVoPo NL
~= 1 (12)fzl q y. J ~W
(13)
.-
‘TestResults with Turbojets
Tests have been run at the Cleveland laboratory of the NACA to
check the applicability of equations (10) to (13). A turbojet engine
was tested at pressures and temperatures simulating altitudes between
10,000 and 30,000 feet end at a constant simulated flight MachFnumber. .-
The data are plotted in figure 1 with the thrust paremeter
*me
~ for the absciesa.for the ordinate and the speed paremeter
a.
data fall close to a single curve except f& slight deviations at high
values of the speed parameter. It is concluded that, for the renge of
..—
12
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values covered in this investigate.on,the effect of variations in
Reynolds numbers upon pei~o~ce is negligible because Reynolds num-
ber varies with changes-of altitude and there was no noticeable effect
of altitude upon the relation of thrust parameter to speed parsmeter.
Figure 2 shows the effect of speed parenmter on the thrust param-
eter for three values of Mach number. This figure is a ccmplete repre-
sentation of eguaticm (10) for tho range of values of the yarsmeters .... .
covered in the experiments. The perfozm.nce of othor similar angines
of dtiferent sizes and at any operating condition that is reprosonted
within the range of parameters given can be estimated frcm tho figure.
In figure 3, which is s~ilar to figure 2, the relations af the
air-flow psmmeter and compressor pressure ratio to the engine-sgeed
parameter and flight Mach nujnberare shown. Other characteristics,
such as power and specific air consumption, can be treated in a simi-
lar manner.
Performance characteristics that involve fuel flow, such as spe-
cific fuel consumption, fuel-air ratio,
--
and fuel consumption are of
special interest because combustion efficiency qc appears in all
parameters in which fuel flow appears. & a specific example, fig-
—
(y-l)h Wf
ure 4 shows the relation of the fuel-flow parsmeter ~c
(y-i)h Wf % ‘n
and a modified fuel-flow paremeter to the speed parem-
NL
a. Fn
eter The modified fuel-flow paremeter does not contain canbustion~.
efficiency. Results of tests at three altitudes plotted in terms M
these parameters show that separate curves for each altitude were
determined by the data when the modified yarameter was used%ut only
one curve represented the data when the parsmeter involving q. was
used.
APPROXIM.W’IONSAND SH?WIAL CONSlDERA3?IONS
Fuel mass. - It has been assumed here tlnatthe sole effect of
fuel addition to the flowing air is a heating effect. Another effect
of the fuel is to increase the mass of the gas. Wnen this additional
effect is sigdficant, equation (1) must bo modified as follows: —
.-
v~
[
T2 Wf1—.f23 l%, Ro) ~ w:V(-J
Usually Wf/Wa is small enough to neglect the mass effect.
13
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l
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Another effect of fuel is to ckenge thocanposition of the gas
and thereby change the value of y. The effect of variations of y
—.
will be discussed.in the following paragraph. .—---
Specific-hee.tvarlaticms. - Two similar engines can be canpared
only when the values of y are the seineat corresponding points in
both engines because, it will be recalled, equal values of y are
.-
required for similarity of flow. Although y actually changes appre- ‘“-
ciably as a result of the additi~a of Iuelj it has been found th~~~
.-
as far as the results of tests with txrbojets are concerned the va-
iation can be neglected.
If two s~tlar engines are tested at different air temperatures,
the values of 7 wiilldiffer in tho two engines, j?articularlYin tke
htgh-ternperatureportions of the gases. Again, it has been found that ‘__
variations of y wttthtelzporat’xreare not significant.
Combustion efficienc~-.- s~ne of the factors involved in the
relation af combustion ef~iciency to the condition of the gas are the
kinetics of chemical reactions and the mechanism of fuel vaporization.
Each of these factors :s redated to temperature and pressuret but this.
relation cannot be expressed in teiw of Mach number, Re~olds num-er~
and total-temperature ratio. AS a consequence, combustion efficiency
is not related to these parameters. It is concluded, therefore, that
the combustion efficiency must be experimentally determined at each
condftion where it is desired to estimate performance, or some inde-
pendent method of estimating combustion efficiency must be developed..
Point of heat addition. - The performance of the jet engine can
be modified by burning fuel at places other than in the USual c~bus- - _ 1
, tion chsnber. In such cases, two similar engines can be compared only “--
when the distribution of heat addition to the engines is similar for
the two cases.
--
Propeller turbine. - The analysis given in this report applies
also to the propeller turbine. The speed of such englnea is often
controlled by varying the propeller pitch. This change of pitch is
a change of the gemetry of the engine combination and a new p~~eter,
propeller blade angle, should be added to equation (1).
—
DIMENSIONAL GENERAIJZING FACTORS
me incorporation & several variables into a single parsmeter
constitutes a generalization of the relation among variables. The
generalized parameter is often dimensionless, but not nece=saril-yso, -
and it is frequently desirable to use the parameters that are n??
dimensionless. One reason for this preference is that dimensionletis
14
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parameters are not usually easily identified with parttculax variables.~..
Another reason Is that, everiin the case WlierOthe ~arameter 3s easily
identified with one variable, the nunerical valnes of the yxrsmeter
differ greatly f’rcmthe actually observed numbers representi~ the
ma~itude of the variable.
One methcd of obviating the difficulties connected with dtien- . ..
sicnless parameters is the use of so-called correction or reduciion ..._..._
factors, as will be illustrated by axam@e. .—
—,-
First, consider parameters identified with engirieepeed. The
dimensionless pa~emeter ‘= (equation (8)) has already been usnd.
ao
Anothor parsmeter freq.mmtly used is H/&”. It will bo prmed t~iat
these two parameters are dsecily propcmtional to each other.
.—
ITLThe parsmeter ~ can
and divide the parmnetez’by
temperat~e T@d
NL
—=
ao &-
V Y--Std
.-
—
In perfcnmance tests @ a givcm.engine, L is, of cuiiso, a
and astd is a constant by dcfinition. The proportionality
= and N/& is thereffore proved.
a. The paraaetcm N/J~
referred to as “COrrOCtOdl’On@no sgOed.
.—
.-
constant
between
is .—
.—
-.. .
Other similsr psrszmtors are derived h table I along with tho
commcnly accepted n.ams for the parameters. The corroctod psxamotors . _ ..
have tho same aignificanco as have the corresponding dimensionless
-.
~aramekera, altthoughthe corrected psnuueters are not dimensionless.
For exsnple, the cozwected speed N/fi was derived frcm the Mach
number of the compressor hlade tips and, therefore, the corrected
—,
s~eed is a measure of the ratio @ inertia and elastic forces in the
fluid. Aiiexample of the use & corrected parameters is shown in --—
.
.
--
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figure 5. The corrocted thrust and correctod thrust specific fuel
consumption of a turlmjet mq3ine was plottod against corrected en@no
speed. The data am the ssme as are plotted in figures 1 and 3.
——
Aircr@ft Engine Reseerch Laboratory,
National Advisory Comnittoe for Aeronautics,
Clcnmhnd, Ohio, May 7, 1946. —
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TABLE I - IERIVATION OF CORREUPED PMAMEIXRS
. ..-. — .—
Dimensionless constant of Corrected Designation
parsmeter proportionality parameter
v
z add %
Corrected
> air~peed
m asta
%- 7 %
Corrected
engine
spemd
Vaa 2 ‘std ‘a ~YL — Corrected
YL2P astd 5 air flaw
y-l hWf
~ L2 Wf
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